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1. Preface 
   Scanning photoelectric photometry of [01] 5577 A night ariglow has been carrying 
out at Tohkatta Night  Airglow Observatory near Sendai s nce July 1957 (This station 
is listed on the IGY catalogue of night  airglow stations a  the name of Sendai,  CSAGI 
No. C088). 
   The location ofthe station isas follows; 
               Geographic latitude 38°06'N 
                       longitude 140°33'E 
                Geomagnetic latiude  +27.9°
                        longitude  206.1°
   The photometer used at this station is the same one which is designed by 
Huruhata et  al.* for a standard  type of Japan and scans the whole sky in twenty 
three minutes. The intensity is observed at 81 spots (sixteen azimuths and six 
zenith distances) in the whole sky. In order to correct the atmospheric xtinction a d 
the geometric fa tors, an average method is used. This method stands on an assump-
tion that the diurnal average values of intensity on the circle of any zenith distances 
are equal. The observed values at any zenith distances are averaged for all azimuths 
over whole night and the ratios of such averaged values to the zenith value 
are calculated. Then the reciprocal of these values is multiplied to each observed 
values and we can correct both the atmospheric extinction and the difference of 
geometric fa tors. Therefore, we must mention that he maps obtained on any night 
on which the observation interval is short or frequently suffered by cloud are less 
reliable. The observation under such conditions were not reported excepting the 
case of interesting events. 
   When the atmospheric condition varies in a course of a night, average method is
done separately in two or three time intervals in which the atmospheric condition 
seems tobe constant. 
   * Huruhata, M., T. Nakamura and H. Tanabe, Tokyo  Ash-. Bull. 2nd Ser. No.94, 1005 
  (1957).
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   The values of intensity described in the maps are revised ones, which were obtained 
after intercomparison with photometers of all stations in Japan using JC-1 photo-
meter, and they are considered as the most reliable values. Using these values we 
drew the isophoto maps at every thrity minutes, and are shown in this report. 
   The iosophoto-lines are drawn according to the  following grade of intensity in 
 Rayleigh; 
         40, 50, 60, 80 dotted line 
            100, 120, 140, 160, 180 brokenline
           200, 220, 240, 270, 300, 330, 360 line 
           400, 450, 500, 550, heavydotted line 
           600, 650, 700, 800, 900, 1000 heavy line 
   Regions in which the intensity is higher than 700 Rayleigh is shown by dotted, 
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      Fig 1. Location of Tohkatta Night  Airgloi.v Observatory  and otherairglow stations.
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hatched and crossed line according to its intensity, and the following notations are used 
in the  maps  :
 C: obscured by cloud 
 D: observation i terrupted by dawn 
 H: an area of relatively high intensity 
 L  : an area of relatively low intensity. 
2. Some interesting characteristics of the isophoto maps. 
   In this section, some interesting characters which were observed uring IGY at 
Tohkatta Night  Airglow Observatory are described. 
a) Cell structure and its movement on Nov. 15-16, 1957 
   It is well known that [01] 5577 A night airglowhas cell structure but it is rather 
difficult to find clearly such structure from the observation at one station. On the 
night of Nov.  15-16, 1957, clear cell structure moving across the zenith was observed. 
The observation was carried out from  l8h00rn through  00h30ra though it was interrupted 
for about one hour by cloud. 
   At  18h00'n, there is a zone of minimum brightness at zenith and brighter zones at 
NNE and WSW horizon. This situation lasts till 19500m and then the brightness was 
intensified in the whole sky. At this time, iosphoto-line for 240 Rayleigh runs N to ESE 
passing through a zenith, and 270 Rayleigh line jutted out from NE horizon. After this 
time, the region of higher intensity moves continuously from ENE to WSW direction and 
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              Fig. 2 Cell structure  and its movement on Nov .  15-16, 1957.
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the region in which the intensity is higher than 300 Rayleigh was appeared in ENE 
horizon at  21h00rn. The center of cell, of which intensity is 400 Rayleigh, reached 
to the zenith at  22h30rn, and goes away from WNW horizon. The trail of skirt still 
flutters at the zenith by  00'00m. Intensity in the region which forms the cell is higher 
than 270 Rayleigh. Isophoto-line of 240 Rayleigh does not belongs to the cell at this 
time. The mean velocity of motion of this cell is estimated to be about 140 meter per 
second, which is consistent to the ionospheric wind velocity. 
b) Rotational movement of isophoto-lines on Apr. 15-16, 1958 
   The isophoto-lines moved as if they rotate clockwise during  21h00'n and  231'00m. 
This shows the  low intensity region moved NW to SE direction below NE horizon. 
   The intensity of  [0I] 5577 A was low throughout this night. 
c) Steep gradient of intensity on Apr. 19-20, 1958 
   Higher intensity region appeared between S and SSW horizon, and its intensity 
becomes 380 R at  03h00m while the lower intensity region was observed in the direc-
tion between N and NNE. The isophoto-lines run E to W direction and its relative 
gradient of intensity to the intensity at zenith was very steep. 
   If we denote the intensity at zenith as  Ro, 
             (  ddRs   )1= R0—0.005/km. 
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   This exmaple is the particular case. Usually, the gradient is not so large and 
not monotoneous. 
   Fine oscillation of intensity of which period is about 10 minutes was observed 
during this night, but it seems that there is no physical relation between the steep 
gradient and the oscillation of intensity because the very fine oscillation of intensity 
had observed on night of Apr. 9-10, 1958 but the patterns of iosphoto-line in this night 
was quite different from this example. 
d) Flapping movement of isophoto-line on Feb. 22-23, 1958 
   The intensity is higher at N or NW horizon and lower at SW horizon throughout 
this night. It was observed that the fan-shape dark region of which intensity is less 
than 160 Rayleigh appears at SSE horizon and there is a region of higher intensity more 
than 200 Rayleigh at NNW horizon at  21h00m. After this time, isophoto-lines of 180 
Rayleigh and 160 Rayleigh are flapping and encloses alternately the zone of higher 
intensity at NNW horizon and the zone of lower intensity at SSE horizon. 
e) Exceptionally high intensity of [01] 5577 A night  airglow on Oct. 12-13, 1958 
   Exceptionally high intensity was observed throughout his night. Themaximum 
intensity reached higher than 1000 Rayleigh, which is observed in northern sky during 
 03h0Om to  04h00m. Geomagnetic activity on this night was low. The intensity is higher 
toward the north excepting the interval between 21h03m and  23h00m. The intensity 
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at the southern horizon (about 650 Rayleigh) does not so varies while the intensity 
at the northern region greatly altered during this night. 
   The authors indebted to Prof. M. Huruhataand Mr. T. Nakamura of the Tokyo 
Astronomical Observatory for their kind guidance at the first stage of IGY. The 
authors express their thanks to Mr. T. Ohnuma for his assistance for these observations. 
Thanks are due to the Ministry of Education of Japanese Government for the finanical 
support of this observation. 
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              Fig. 6 Excepionally high intensity on Oct. 12-13, 1958.
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